
Purpose

Features

Environmental 
aspect

Free space on the rooftops is used so it would not destroy the environment or spoil the sight.

The greatest feature is the Settlement by Power Generation, Denkasinki's unique settlement method. It will 
allow potential installers who have given up the installation due to financial constraints to have the solar 
power generation systems installed on the rooftops of residential buildings without forcing economic 
burden on them.

It is the project to promote the spread of solar power generation system for residence. 
It establishes the foundation for the distributed power generation by using FIT.

Denkasinki's Settlement by Power Generation

Free Solar Project

[Project to promote the spread of distributed power generation]



What is the Settlement by Power Generation?

(1)  Attracting general investors and companies who subscribe to the spread of renewable 
energy to invest in the cost of installation of the solar power generation systems and 
installing the solar power generation systems on rooftops of general residence.

(2)  Botchan Electric Power, a group company of Denkasinki, reads the meter, collects the 
bill or buys the electricity at the rate of 30 yen per kWh for both the self-consumed 
electricity at the installation location and surplus electricity.

(3)  The generated power is accumulated at the rate of 30 yen per kWh whether it is 
consumed or left unused. When the transfer line (the substantive system installation 
price) is exceeded, the ownership of the system is transferred from the investor to the 
installer. (Around 8 years and 4 months on average according to the simulation)

Unlike the conventional settlement methods (such as loan and cash settlement), payment for the self consumed 
electricity (electricity bill) is required.
Without a financial burden, installation of the solar power generation system becomes more affordable.
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